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FEEL FREE TO TELL THE BOSS 
THAT IT'S ROCKET SCIENCE... 

Screen Builder 
CONTROL YOUR UNIVERSE(S) 
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Mix, fire salvos, meter, time, start, stop. Build screens that do it all. Run them from anywhere. It's the ultimate control software. 
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THE INTELLIGENT NETWORK 

The Scoop on 

Codecs for IP 

Audio 

Using the Internet 

for audio distribution 

makes sense, but the 

problem is a little like 

the holiday rush at 

the Post Office. 

There are simply tu--

many packets of 

data for the pipeline. 

You need a codec to 

bit-reduce the audio 

stream. So what's it going to be? AptX, Opus, G.722 or AAC, 

and if so, which version of AAC? We asked Charlie Gawley 

from -feline, "The Codec Company" and a VVheatstone 

technology partner, to fill us in on Opus, the EBU ACIP 

standard, and how the AES67 factors into the use of codecs 

for IP audio delivery. 

For the entire story... 

Go to: INN20.wheatstone.com 

Beyond 4K 

at CES... 

The Internet 

of Things 

What at CES 2015 

could possibly 

interest a couple 

of audio network 

nerds? 

Well, yes. gadgets 

of course. But there was also this: the Internet of Things (loT). 

One analyst counted 900 exhibitors with ioT products there. 

Thermostats, coffee makers, watches, jewelry, dog collars, 

ovens, smart sports apparel .. baby bottles. All connected to 

the Internet of Things. 

It's a great concept, this idea of connecting appllances (not to 

mention, that new 4K TV) to the internet and controlling them 

through your smartphone or laptop. 

For the entire story... 

Go to: INN20.wheatstone.com 

Processing 

Tip from THE 

Processing Guy 

Here's a helpful tip from 

Wheatstone Processing 

Guy Mike Erickson on 

keeping track of presets: 

"One thing I try to remember 

to do when I'm making 

presets for a new install, or 

adjusting presets on a processor that's already online, is to date 

the presets. This not only gives you a good track record as to 

when you created that perfect sound, but it also allows you to 

go back if the PD complains that the processing 'sounded better 

last week' ... you'll know what preset to go back to even if you 

didn't physically write it down! Saving presets with the dates 

allows you to do the processing version of System Restore.' 

Also, it's a good idea to back up your presets. ALWAYS! I recall 

a Memorial Day failure of a processor in Market #1 going back 

almost 7 years ago. The backup switched on via silence sensor 

and I was able to swap out the main with another of the same 

model we had on the shelf and load the custom presets. Within 

an hour, we were back sounding as good as you could get with 

that box! The PD was nervous while I was swapping hardware 

that we wouldn't sound the same because all the presets were 

lost on the hardware. If I hadn't backed up the 

presets, weeks of work would have been down tI drain." 

This tip is brought to you by our new FM-55 audio processor, 

which is so easy to adjust from the front panel, you might want 

to save and date presets for the presets. 

For more great information on processors and how to 

get the most of them... 

Go to: INN20.wheatstone.com 

It's Audioarts for LPFM 

Since they opened the gates, we've 

been deluged with people wanting to 

know what they need for LPFM. 

Well, here it is. Download this FREE handy 

guide to LPFM from Audioarts' website. 

It'll point you in the right direction toward 

everything you need to know. 

Download your FREE LPFM guide at... 

Go to: INN20.wheatstone.com 

 11111111.111111111kateseAtone at NAB 2015 • Booth C755  
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StudioHub+ IS BROADCASTS' Pre-Wired, CAT-5, wiring solution featuring: 

Unofficial StudioHub+ spokesperson Rick Adams, 

formerly of Radio KOL - see him today on 

The Weather Channel. 

• XLR to RJ-45 Adapters 

• Powered MatchJack Format Converters 

• Headphone Amplifiers 

• Inter-Studio Tie Lines 

• Console Harnesses 

• Mic Pre Amplifiers 

• LED Mixers and Meters 

• Satellite Dongle Adapters 

• External and Wall Wart Power Supplies 

• Panel, Rack and Under Table Mounting Options 

• Shielded RJ-45 Patch Panels 

• Analog and Digital Distribution Amplifiers 

Contact your favorite broadcast distributor or: 

Radio Systems, Inc. • 6oi. Heron Drive • Logan Township, NJ 08085 • (856) 467-8000 phone • (856) 467-3044 fax • www.studiohub.com 

*All these broadcast manufacturers now feature StudioHub+ compatible Ri-45 connectors. 
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In Vegas, Plenty to Talk About 

1 
P infrastructure, FM boosters, drones, the behavior of FM receivers, digital on the AM 

band ... these are among topics of engineering sessions at the NAB Show. Among the 

more promising: 

On Saturday Wayne Pecena, director of engineering for Texas A&M University/ 

KAMU, will give a three-hour "Tutorial: Router Configuration" as part of the SBE Ennes Workshop. 

"Wayne will build a network from the ground up, show us how to add access points, implement 

practical security [and] teach us about what we can learn from our routers in terms of traffic and use 

patterns; the program promises. 

That afternoon, Kevin Gross of AVA Networks will 

talk about "Implementing AES-67, Audio over IP in the 

Station and Studio; It will be interesting to hear about 

"what's next" now that AES-67, with its promise of interop-

erability, has been in place for a while. 

We'll be interested too in hearing what Sam Matheny, 

executive vice president and chief technology officer of 

NAB, will say in his keynote for the engineering confer-

ence; that's Sunday morning. 

Then Hal ICneller of GeoBroadcast Solutions will up-

date attendees on "New Technologies in FM On-Channel 

Boosters; It's part of a three-hour group of presentations 

called "Advanced Radio Technology" chaired by Milford 

Smith of Greater Media. Also included are "The Curious 

Behavior of Consumer FM Receivers During Hyper-mod-

ulation" by Jeff Keith at Wheatstone; and David Layer of 

NAB gives more info about the ongoing tests of all-digital 

operation on the AM band. 

Sunday afternoon brings a "Radio Technology Forum; 

Samples: John Kean of NPR Labs will review a "Study of Audio Loudness Range for Consumers in 

Various Listening Modes and Ambient Noise Levels" and there will be a discussion of "- 10 dB IBOC 

at Combined Transmission Sites" by Dan Fallon and John Schadler of Dielectric. 

The senior band gets an entire "AM Radio Boot Camp" occupying most of the day Monday, with 

topics from RF safety and antenna system modeling to how to lease out space on towers. Monday 

also brings a discussion of "Preliminary Findings From Preparations for The IPAWS National Test" 

by Al Kenyon of FEMA, part of a track on "Technical Regulatory Issues for Broadcasters:' 

A Tuesday track focuses on "Radio Facilities" and is hosted by Barry Blesser of 25-Seven Sys-

tems; it will include discussions about personal broadcast platforms, aiming parabolic dishes and 

Blesser's own presentation on "Monitoring for Ratings?" A Tuesday afternoon track on "Radio Con-

nectivity" includes a number of experts on codecs and telephony. 

On Wednesday, Garrison Cavell of Cavell, Mertz and Associates moderates an all-day "RF 

Boot Camp?' and the Technology Luncheon is sure to 

be crowded when John McAfee (yes, that John McAfee) 

comes to speak, and NAB honors Tom King of Kintronic 

Labs and Richard Friedel of Fox Networks with its Engi-

neering Achievement Award. 

Review the agenda at www.nabshow.comiattend/ 

broadcast-engineering-conference. 
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FCCUPDATE 

by Lee Petro 

Overhaul of Remote 
Pickup Rules 

he FCC is seeking comment on 

proposals to make changes to the 

rules for broadcast remote pickup 

facilities. 

The Society of Broadcast Engineers and 

the Engineers for the Integrity of Broadcast 

Auxiliary Services Spectrum raised attention 

to several issues affecting RPUs, and the FCC 

clarified certain rules and sought comment on 

the proposals. 

One main focus of the petitioners is the 

"stacking" of spectrum and identifying a "center" 

frequency to specify on the FCC authorization. 

When the FCC last addressed RPUs in 2002, 

the goal at the time was to adopt rules that 

would permit the sharing of equipment by RPU 

licensees and Private Land Mobile Radio Service 

licensees, with whom the spectrum is shared. 

However, if an even number of channels are 

stacked to provide adequate bandwidth for audio 

RPU uses, the petitioners argued that the li-

censee is unable to specify a center channel. As a 

result, licensees are requesting more bandwidth 

than necessary so that they can comply with the 

FCC's rules. In addition, the current RPU rules 

do not authorize digital equipment, and the pe-

titioners argued that the analog RPU equipment 

is not sufficiently precise to permit the licensee 

to specify a center frequency required under the 

FCC's rules. 

FLEXIBILITY 

In dealing with the center frequency issue, 

the FCC stated that the current rules provide 

sufficient flexibility for applicants to specify an 

appropriate channel. In particular, the FCC stat-

ed that the rules currently permit the applicant 

to specify a center frequency that falls between 

the channel centers specified in the FCC's rules. 

Therefore, an applicant that combines six chan-

nels is permitted to choose the center frequency 

of the combined spectrum, even if that center 

does not match up with a center frequency listed 

in the FCC's rules. 

Moreover, the FCC acknowledged that ana-

log RPU equipment is not as precise as digital 

equipment, but concluded that the petitioners' 

concerns were misplaced. Instead, the FCC 

confirmed that so long as the RPU equipment 

was operating with an approved emission mask, 

and the facility was centered on the frequency 

specified in its authorization, the FCC would 

consider the station operating in compliance 

with the FCC's rules. 

With these clarifications out of the way, the 

FCC moved forward in making several propos-

als and sought comment. 

First, the FCC proposes to permit RPU 

licensees to operate RPU equipment using digi-

tal technologies such as Time Division Multiple 

Access and Next Generation Digital Network 

(NXDN). The FCC noted that the use of digital 

technologies would mirror the technologies 

used by PLMRS licensees and would promote 

the use of PLMRS equipment by broadcast 

licensees. 

In order to effectuate this change, the FCC 

is proposing to modify its rules to permit RPUs 

to specify "digital modulation" and list specific 

digital emission masks in its rules. The FCC 

also proposes to expand the maximum autho-

rized bandwidth from 25 kHz to 50 kHz, which 

would permit the stacking of up to eight 6.25 

kHz segments for RPU use. 

At the same time, the FCC is seeking 

comment on removing language in its rules 

that permits RPU applicants to specify 100 

kHz RPU channels. The FCC noted that there 

had been scant interest in such channels over 

the years, and that 100-kHz channels restrict 

available spectrum for other users. The FCC is 

also seeking comment on adopting the parallel 

station identification requirements for both 

PLMRS and RPU licensees. 

Finally, the FCC rejected a request by the 

SBE to grant a blanket waiver of the rules and 

permit digital operations while the rulemaking 

is pending. The FCC is apparently concerned 

that a blanket waiver at this point would permit 

divergent uses of the spectrum, which may 

conflict with other users. Thus, while the FCC 

will permit parties to seek individual waivers 

to use digital RPU equipment, a blanket waiver 

was denied. 

The deadlines for comments and reply 

comments have yet to be set in this proceed-

ing, although the FCC did adopt an expedited 

comment cycle — 30 days for comments and 

45 days for reply comments. Please check back 

next month for those dates. 

Petro is of counsel at Drinker Biddle & Reath LU? 
Email: lee.petro@dbr. corn. 

DATELINE 
March 16, 2015 - Online Public File for Radio Stations NPRM Comment 
Date, reply comments due April 14, 2015. 

April 1, 2015 - Stations in Delaware, Indiana, Kentucky, Pennsylvania, 
Tennessee and Texas with five or more employees must place Annual EEO 
Public File Reports in public inspection file. 

April 1, 2015 - Noncommercial stations in Texas must file Biennial 
Ownership Reports (323-E) and place reports in public inspection file. 

April 10, 2015 - All stations must place 1st Quarter 2015 Issues/ 
Program Lists in public inspection file. 

8 MARCH 2015 I radiomagonline.com 



SEE IT AT NAB 
BOOTH 
#C150 

Intellinent 
BE is ready to introduce you to a brand new 10 kW FM Transmitter in the 

STX series! The STX 10 is the world's first 10 kW transmitter that has been 

intelligently designed to offer the perfect combination of audio quality, reliability, 

redundancy, serviceability and efficiency, in an amazingly compact design! No 

other 10kW transmitter can match the design, feature set, and BE tradition of 

providing the best value. 

Small 
19" (48cm) W x 29" (74cm) D x 38.5"H (98cm). Can fit in any 

standard 1.9" EIA rack that is 30" deep! 

Efficient 
With an efficiency of greater than 70% AC to RF, the STX 10 will 

save electricity costs beginning immediately and for years to 

come. 

Redundant 
All hot-pluggable and hot swappable power amplifier modules and 

power supplies. There's no reason to take the transmitter off-air 

to install a spare. Additionally, the STX10 has a redundant cooling 

system. Allowing it to operate at full power with a fan failure. 

Connected 
Every unit comes with a superior Graphical User Interface that 

allows control of the unit remotely. 

Serviceable 
All important parts and assemblies can be accessed from theiront 

and the rear access points. Making maintenance a breeze! 

Broadcast Electronics • 4100 North 24th Street • Quincy, Illinois 62305-3606 U.S.A. 

Telephone: (217) 224-9600 • E-Mail: bdcast@bdcast.com • www.bdcast.corn 
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FACILIT'YSHOWCASE 

The studio's c•ontrol room 

Airstream Brings Radio to 
Lower Eastside Girls Club 
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See what Systems With Reliability can do for your next RF project 
Cat or visit us on the web today. 

phone 814-472-5436 email davide@swr-rf corn web www.swr-rf.com 

by John Storyk 
Co- Principal, Walters-Storyk Design Group 

arked behind a wide floor-to-ceiling window on the second floor 

p of a new $20 million building on Manhattan's once wild and 
_ wooly "Alphabet City," the Lower Eastside Girls Club's new WGFtL .  
Internet broadcast studio is helping to revitalize radio's role in 

young people's lives. 

BUILDING BACKGROUND 

in a move designed to empower, inspire and educate young women to 

achieve their creative potential, LESGC co-founder Lyn Pentecost and a 

diverse group of community, grassroots and financial supporters created the 

LESGC in 1996. 

Pentecost and her associates built a unique and formidable organization. In 

the process they not only raised consciousness, they also raised the funds for a 

sustainably built 12-story mixed usage building at 101 Avenue D in the heart of 

NYC's storied Lower East Side. They broke ground for the project in 2010 and 

completed construction in 2013. 

Featuring an array of educational options — ranging from a digital pho-

tography/computer graphics/3D-printing lab, to hands-on BioBus labs, small 

business training and incubator space (commercial kitchen, bakery, gift shop, 

cafe) and a 64-seat planetarium — the LESGC stretches across three floors and 

30,000 square feet. 

Incongruously capping this eclectic assemblage of educational and career 

training options for low-income teens is a classic Airstream Trailer, circa 1958. 

Far from ornamental, the Airstream houses a professional-level streaming, 

recording and teaching studio. A pet project of TV editor/musician/LESGC 

10 MARCH 2015 I radiomagonline.com 



Accelerate Your ROI 
Operating costs are a critical concern for every ovec-the-air broadcaster. These concerns are eclipsed only 
by the ambition to deliver a superior radio experience for audiences. Who will you trust to maximize your 
long-term capital investment? 

GatesAir has a decades-long history of technorogical breakthroughs that enhance operating efficiencies 
and improve the radio listener experience. 

These innovations were the fabric of our company as Harris Broadcast — a history that continues today 
with the formation of GatesAir. 

Accelerate your over-the-air radio ROI. Reduce your total cost of ownership with the industry's most 
efficient transmitters. 

GATESAIR 
Connecting What's Next 
+1 513 459 3400 

www.gatesair.com 
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Director of Technology Dave Pentecost, the trailer was purchased by the 

Pentecosts as a sidecar to their upstate New York cabin in the Adirondack 

Mountains. When the LESGC building became a reality, they decided 

their Airstream could serve a better purpose in the community as a sound 

studio, and they brought it to Manhattan. 

TRAILER MEETS BIG CITY 

I'd met Dave years earlier and was pleased to reconnect with him in 

2010 when he called with one of the most unusual project requests we've 

ever had. Was it possible, he wanted to know, to create a viable recording 

studio within the confines of a 140-square-foot Airstream Trailer? 

The obvious answer is yes, although the geometry, the equipment selec-

tion and the acoustic considerations did present us with significant design 

constraints. 

The Walters Storyk Design Group has been around for more than 45 

years. We've designed TV, broadcast and music recording studios all over 

the world in such disparate environments as a basement (Electric Lady), 

a duplex penthouse (Jungle City) and a warehouse building (Circo Beat 

Studios), but we'd never been asked to build a broadcast studio in an 

Airstream Trailer. 

As a visiting professor of acoustics and studio design for the Berldee 

College of Music and other schools, I have an abiding interest in educating 

A recording session in the studio. 

young people. Dave Pentecost's compelling challenge was an opportunity 

to help create a useful studio with the potential to turn a new generation of 

bright young women into creative broadcasters. This need was particularly 

important because, strangely enough, New York City has few, if any, distaff 

alternatives to the city's various Boys Club organizations. 

Bringing the Airstream to New York and hoisting it into its new home 

on the second floor of a 12-story construction site was a project in itself. 
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JUST IN 
808 

FAUHD Itleastzements 
AES Awl° Adiustments 
AlarmsU Nottheetons 
Setup 

JUSTIN 808 - Radio »Tee« Ptccesser 

ANALOG FM & HD1 
PERFECTLY IN SYNC 
Inovonics' new JUSTIN 808 maintains time 

alignment between analog FM and HD1 channels 

to within 23 microseconds (±1 sample)! No more 

lost words, stuttering, echoes, or level shifts. The 

entire sync process is 100% automatic. Nothing 

for you to do but sit back and watch in awe as it 

does its thing. 

The JUSTIN 808 uses your actual off- air signal 

and powerful autocorrelation algorithms to keep 

analog and digital modes faultlessly in step, hour 

after hour, day after day. 

);44111 

• Precise time alignment between analog FM and HD1 

• Automatic phase correction and RMS gain leveling 

• Insert in either the FM or HD Radio AES digital feed 

• Full Web interface for remote control, metering, etc. 

• SMS/email alarms for loss of signal and loss of audio 

• Extensive data logging with graphic display 

• Auto faiilover with relay bypass 

See the JUSTIN 808 in action at NAB Booth C3248 

IN PRODUCTION NOW FOR DELIVERY IN MAY, 2015 
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Cl> MAGER CONCEPTS THE BEST IN SOUND FURNITURE 

Quality Custom 
Broadcast Furniture 

err." 

ACCOMMODATING ANY BUDGET FROM 

ECONOMY TO SHOWPLACE 

602-791-0045 
Mager@magerconcepts.com www.magerconcept.s.com 

unDirRADIO  
Radio AutornatIon • WebStream & Audlo Log ers • Radio Sprier- II • Internet Reins • - urnkey LPFM Systems 

HOME OF THE 

DJB II PRO - LIVE & LOCAL 

RADIO AUTOMATION BUNDLE! 

4111111111111111111. 411111111111111111k 
Hardware & Set-up 

• 2 x Desktops 2TBHDD Win7Pro 64bit 

• 2 x 23" Flat Screen Monitors - Black 
• DJB Factory Integrated Plug & Play 
• 3 ALPHA audio cards (2 Air - 1Prod) 
• Freight Costs Extra 

Software - Training-Support 

• DJB II On Air/Prod Suite Software 
• Voice Tgacking Scheduler wayEditor 
•Automatic Local Weather 
• 3 Hrs SWIFT Phone & Web Training 

• 1 Year Pro Phone Support - 365 

NAB 2015 SPECIAL $3995.00 
Visit our website for more fetal's 

DJB Radio - Digital JukeBox - 702-487-3336 ext 1 - www.dlbradlo.com 

MAP. 54885.00 Offer expires April 30,2015 
Here is the interior of the recording 
booth. 

FA ILITYSHOW ASE 

Once the Airstream was 

gutted down to its aerodynamic 

shell, WSDG Project Manager 

Matt Ballos and I began working 

with our design team to maxi-

mize the interior and develop 

an acoustic treatment program 

that would ready the studio and 

its compact control room for 5.1 

surround recording and mixing 

assignments. We also compiled a 

gear wish list that would facilitate 

the planned studio's missions, 

including recording, mixing, 

streaming and instructing. 

MULTIFUNCTIONAL SPACE 

The Airstream studio com-

prises a live room for recording and broadcasts and a control room to 

produce and mix programming for the club's new WGRL Internet station. 

It is also used to create sound tracks for student videos and for the LESGC 

Planetarium's educational presentations. 

Capable of accommodating up to three students and an instructor in 

the control room plus four additional artists/interview subjects in the 

front booth area, the Airstream, visible from the street, resides in the 

second floor's stage-equipped community room, which also serves as a 

combination classroom and performance venue. 

Though compact, the Airstream control room is 5.1 surround sound-

ready and features an array of professional gear that includes an Avid 

C/24 mixing console, Genelec Speakers, outboard processing technology 

from Manley, API, Neve, Universal Audio, SSL, etc., and microphones 

from Neumann, Royer, Shure and Sennheiser. 

This serious, professional-level studio provides LESGC members with 

a real-world, hands-on recording experience and full capability to com-

pose, produce, record and mix an entire music or streaming production 

from A to Z. 

Since its official open-

ing in December, WGRL 

has produced, recorded 

and streamed hundreds of 

interviews, performances and 

remote programs that run the 

content gamut from cover-

ing a politically inspired art 

event in the Andaz Hotel on 

New York's Fifth Avenue to 

sharing a dim sum meal at 

Joe's Shanghai Restaurant in 

Chinatown, and an interview 

with two activists from The 

Grail, a nongovernmental 

organization focused on 

promoting women's rights, 

Two LESGC members interview 
John Storyk at the opening event. 
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health, education and interna-

tional solidarity. 

"MAKING WAVES" 

In November, the LESGC 

hosted "Girls Making Waves; a 

music and technology confer-

ence, in partnership with the 

Willie Mae Rock Camp for Girls. 

The free event included 40 girls 

ages 11-18 and featured work-

shops on coding technology, 

radio production, beat-making 

and sound design. The camp 

also presented a panel of women from the fields of 

music and technology 

The Lower Eastside Girls Club and Willie Mae 

Rock Camp are partnering on a 10-month sound 

design program, "Making Waves: The Science of 

Sound; that teaches girls about digital sound de-

sign, multimedia production and diverse careers in 

music technology Girls also have the opportunity 

to meet professional women at the forefront of new 

technologies in the music industry. 

For samples of WGRL programming visit 

https://soundcloud.com/wgrInydsets. 

Lyn Pentecost reports that Odetta Hartman 
and 1Ciya Vega, the women who teach the LESGC 

WGRL Radio and Beats by Girls classes, are mak-
ing real progress with the studio. 

Although they're still teaching themselves to 

take full advantage of the technology, and while 

their creative programming is still "getting off the 

ground; the instructors are deeply impressed with 

the level of enthusiasm from the girls and young 

women, aged 8-23, with whom they've been work-

ing. LESGC members are proving themselves adept 

and industrious young broadcasters. 

According to Pentecost, their "funky" Airstream 

has been graced by visits from some pretty cool 

supporters and well-wishers. Since the studio was 

completed, they've welcomed a number of artists, 

including former Sex Pistol bass guitarist Glen Mat-

lock and recording star Regina Spelctor, who came 

by to say "hi" and drop a few beats with the girls 
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The recording workshop classroom and performance stage. 

who are learning Ableton Push Controller. Actress 

Heather Graham, TV personality Tyra Banks, DJ/ 

performer Donna D'Cruz and Tommy Boy Records 

founder Tom Silverman have toured the building 

and the Airstream. Tom Petty sent the LESGC a few 

guitars, and the girls have also had the opportunity 

to sing and record with Moby, Joan Baez and Rose-

anne Cash in the on-site planetarium. 

LESGC instructors are teaching the girls how to 
do professional interviews, and this summer they 

will be ready to launch a weekly series of podcasts. 

UNIQUE FEATURE SET 

Drawing on her undergraduate degrees in archi-

tecture and design from the Cooper Union, where 

she studied under John Hejduk, and from her two 

years as an apprentice to architect Paolo Soleri, 

Pentecost took the design lead on the Girls Club 

project, working with the architects of record. 

As a result, The Lower Eastside Girls Club has 

features not before seen in a youth center. In addi-

tion to the full-dome planetarium and Airstream 

studio, the building showcases a dramatic interior 

proscenium staircase in the academic center; 

artist-commissioned art bathrooms; an art-filled 

café adjacent to a courtyard with a Kiki Smith 

fountain; high ceilings, maximum natural light, a 

sedum green roof; and strategic use of whimsical 

neon to send a welcoming message in a low-in-

come community where most architectural design 

falls short. 

WSDG was pleased to be involved with the 

LESGC Airstream Studio project. It may not be en-

tirely coincidental that we are currently engaged in 

two contrasting public radio station upgrade proj-

ects on the West Coast. Whether in an Airstream 

Trailer or a brand new state-of-the-art broadcast 

complex, radio stations remain an important aspect 

of the WSDG Active Project list. 
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by Jeremy 
Ruck, PE 

Lunch Ain't Free at 
FM Plants, Either 

n the 1800s, taverns offered free 

lunch to entice drinking custom-

ers. The earliest extant references 

to a notion that there is no free 

lunch date to the 1930s (serendipitously, the 

decade that witnessed the birth of W1X0J, 

the first FM station). Milton Friedman helped 

popularize the idea in the 1970s. 

Engineering an FM plant typically involves 

tradeoffs, and that is our topic of discussion. 

One of our goals is to get the most bang 

for the buck. Sure, there is the public interest 

component; but the harsh reality, whether we 

want to admit it, is usually that the dollar is a 

driving force. 

The FCC's model tends to view all stations 

with identical contour radii as equal in cover-

age, but not all contours are the same. Stations 

with high structure density in their service 

areas may wish to opt for greater effective 

radiated power and lower height. This allows 

for greater effective field strength to punch 

through building walls. Conversely, in a more 

rural setting, the prudent choice may be to 

the 
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consider less power and more height. In such 

a situation, you would wind up with a larger 

coverage radius for listeners in vehicles but still 

be able to penetrate the frame construction 
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typically utilized for building construction. 

The tradeoff is one of front- versus back-end 

economics. A situation involving lower height 

and greater power may bring higher startup 

costs for larger transmitter, transmission line 

and antenna, and possibly lower initial costs 

for the tower due to its height, though a larger 

antenna may be required. Later, more power 

means a larger utility bill. In the converse situ-

ation, you may pay less for your box, antenna 

and line, and perhaps enjoy a lower power bill; 

but steel erection costs will spiral upwards. 

Expect higher long-term maintenance costs for 

a taller stick as well. 

Nevertheless, even with a particular ERP 

and height, there are additional parameter 

changes that can be made, resulting in other 

tradeoffs. 

For example, a single-bay antenna with real-

ly big transmitter will produce the same ERP as 

a 12-bay antenna and smaller transmitter. At an 

ERP of 50 kW, a single-bay circularly polarized 

antenna would require input of approximately 

108 kW. Although transmission line is available 

to support such a set of parameters, you would 

be pressed to find an antenna with that power 

rating. At the other end of the spectrum, with a 

12-bay full-wave spaced model, the input to the 

nothing else due to the difference in materials 

utilized. However, long-term benefits of a lower 

power bill may offset this, especially if the site 

is located such that vertical radiation charac-

teristics are less important. In cases where a 

At first glance, the 12-bay solution may seem kind of 

silly, but in certain circumstances it may demonstrate 

a brilliant tradeoff. 

antenna would be around 7.3 kW. So, with a 

hunk of 1-5/8-inch, the plant is ready to roll. 

More common scenarios involve six- or 

eight-bay antennas, which give an input power 

range of approximately 11 to 15 kW. 

The 12-bay solution may seem kind of silly, 

but in certain circumstances it may demon-

strate a brilliant tradeoff. In such a scenario, 

antenna and tower costs will be greater, if 

site is between population centers, downward 

radiation is less critical, given that radios tend 

to be a rarity among field vermin (unless of 

course your name happens to be Nicodemus or 

perhaps Mrs. Frisby). 

Other tradeoffs may be required due to the 

mechanics of a particular site. 

Spacing between bays of one wavelength is 

the most common antenna design. Reducing 
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spacing will lower gain, requiring a greater 

input power to achieve the authorized effective 

radiated power. This reduction may be neces-

sary due to structural concerns or to avoid 

radiofrequency radiation exposure issues at a 

site. This type of scenario tends to be common 

on mountaintops where a short tower and high 

ERP are utilized. While higher transmitter 

power may be required and the antenna may 

be more costly, this tradeoff may avoid lost rev-

enue for RFR coordination, eliminate the need 

for a taller tower or reduce monthly rental fees. 

THEORY VS. PRACTICE 

Design and installation location also raise 

questions of tradeoffs. 

For instance, on paper, a "typical" FM anten-

na and an antenna with a panel design will cover 

the same area. In reality, that is not the case. 

There really is no such thing as a non-direc-

tional antenna because the environment always 

influences the pattern. Face size, distance from 

leg or face, and orientation relative to the face 

or leg affect the radiation pattern. Therefore, 

even though an antenna is considered non-

directional, it is not unusual to see an effective 

boost in the pattern of a couple of dB along 

some azimuths. However, once again, there is 

no free lunch; other azimuths will have corre-

sponding reductions such that the RMS of the 

pattern comes out close to the theoretical value 

for the non-D antenna. 

With panel-style antennas, however, this 

"boost" disappears; the tower's impact is less 

because of the directionality of the individual 

elements pointing away from the structure. I 

observed this when a station in the eastern part 

of the United States changed out a rototiller-style 

antenna for a panel. Although the station received 

numerous coverage complaints, field measure-

ments confirmed that the antenna was perform 

ing as it was supposed to. The issue was that 

the beneficial effects of the tower along certain 

azimuths were not realized until the old antenna 

was modeled. In this case, the station_made a 

tradeoff of "directional non-directional" coverage 

for nearly non-D coverage. Unfortunately, the 

population densities were sufficiently skewed 

geographically to actually degrade the coverage. 

This same phenomenon comes into play in 

station upgrades, especially in the noncom-

mercial educational world, or where commercial 

stations seek contour protected authorizations 
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If changing a facility from a non-directional to 

directional configuration, you must take extra 

care to ensure no significant audience loss. Obvi-

ously if the station is starting up with a directional 

antenna, there is no frame of reference. It is pos-

sible that in converting from a non-directional to 

NETWORK. AUDIO. VIDEO. 
smart IP live production infrastructure. 

.•••••--•  

a directional antenna while doubling the facility 

ERP you will experience net coverage loss. 

One major antenna manufacturer has a nifty 

utility that allows you to explore the impact 

that a particular tower size will have on their 

patterns. While it is not a substitute for actual 
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controlled measurements, it does show that 

certain combinations of antennas and tower size 

can result in a distorted relative field of 1.5 rela-

tive to a non-directional RMS of one. The effects 

of the tower therefore induce a relative power 

of up to 2.25 along certain azimuths yielding an 

ERP boost of more than three dB. 

FCC rules are quirky in this regard, as they 

ignore the contributions from the tower if the 

antenna is non-directional but require them to 

be considered if the antenna is licensed as direc-

tional. Therefore, if your antenna is directional, 

the maximum ERP on the license is the maxi-

mum ERP radiated at any azimuth. If licensed 

non-directional, it is likely the authorized value 

plus some more. 

COVERING UP 

Radomes present another tradeoff consid-

eration. For stations where winter rarely brings 

anything other than liquid precipitation, ra-

domes probably are unnecessary. Further north, 

they can make the difference between reliable 

hill-power operation (and by extension full cov-

erage) and substantial downtime. Radomes add 

expense, installation and maintenance consider-

ations to an antenna purchase, but their impact 

is greatest in structural loading. 

Traditionally, vertical real estate is based on 

a combination of lineal footage consumed and 

installation elevation above ground; a radomed 

antenna of a certain length results in the same 

revenue or rental fee, depending on your side 

of the equation, as its naked counterpart. Since 

an antenna with radomes will soak up more 

of the available capacity of the structure, they 

should garner higher rental fees. If radomes are 

proposed in a region of marginal utility, will 

the potential loss of revenue from downtime 

offset the added costs? On the flip side, if you 

were the landlord, would the use of radomes by 

a tenant unnecessarily preclude future revenue 

streams? 

The minutiae of antenna tradeoffs go beyond 

what we have covered, but we have proved a 

quintessential snippet of wisdom. Perhaps the 

intersection of philosophy and technical stuff is 

one of the main reasons that we dig playing with 

radio so much. I'll mull that one over lunch and 

get back to you. 

Ruck is the principal engineer of Jeremy 
Ruck and Associates, Canton, Ills 
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Analog vs. Digital Consoles 
For Radio Use 
by Doug Irwin, ORBE AMD DAB 

he evolution of the broadcast mixing console continues. 

Much is written about digital consoles and IP-based sys-

tems; but analog consoles are still manufactured and sold. 

Are there circumstances where it makes sense to go with 

an analog system? 

The purpose of an audio mixer remains unchanged after all these 

years: It allows you to "add" or mix various dynamic audio sources to 

form an output program that subsequently is sent off to listeners. In the 

1960s, a transition from vacuum-tube to solid-state occurred, as well as 

one from mono to stereo; in the 1990s, digital consoles came into play; 

and during the 2000s, IP-based systems entered the business. 

The fact is that all accomplish the same thing; it's just that the 
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functional complexity of a console has greatly increased over that time. 

If the basic functionality is all you need, perhaps an analog console — an 

updated version of what one would have used in the 1930s — will suit your 

needs. 

The most basic function of an audio mixer is that of adding multiple 

microphones together. Since microphones are themselves inherently ana-

log and the end user likely will receive the program content in an analog 

fashion (e.g., AM or FM radio), one could make the case that there's no 

functional advantage to converting everything to a digital format for the 

console, then re-converting just before transmission. 

Even with a 24-bit digital system, the noise floor (as measured at the 

output side of the console) will be limited by the noise floor of the analog 

mic preamp; the noise floor measured for the means of transmission 

(again, either AM or FM) is going to be higher than that. 

Analog microphones aren't the only source coming in to a console, 

though. It's like that you'll have at least one other source, some device that 

plays out music and pre-recorded items (commercials or other sponsor-

ship announcements). Here, the evolution was from live mics to records, 

then to taped sources, then to digitally stored sources (CDs and now play-

back systems). Again, none of these sources presents a compelling reason 

to use a digital console, because all will have left/right analog outputs in 

addition to digital outputs. 

From an installation standpoint, wiring up sources and destinations in 

an AES format is much easier than the analog counterpart; there are only 

half as many cables, and one need not worry about left vs. right channel 

phase errors. Additionally, the balanced nature of the vast majority of AES 

sources and destinations gives fantastic noise immunity to the system. 

The choice between a simple analog console 

and a more sophisticated digital console has 

a lot to do with your level of expectation as to 

what is possible in your studio facility. 

Remote sources are the next class to examine; whether discussing tele-

phone hybrids, or ISDN codecs, or satellite receivers, all will have analog 

and digital outputs, easily accommodating analog or digital console types. 

What I've said about console input sources could be extended to the 

console outputs in the analog versus digital debate. The destinations typi-

cally found at a radio station will have analog and digital inputs, unless 

they date from the mid- 1990s (or earlier of course). Again, from an instal-

lation standpoint, AES-3 (balanced) is simply easier. 
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THE ADDITION OF ROUTERS 

When your studio facility gets large enough 

to necessitate audio routers of some flavor, 

the advantages of digital consoles become 

apparent. 

With a multiple-studio facility, there will like-

ly be sharing of audio sources such as ISDN and/ 

or IP codecs, satellite receivers and other studio 

sources such as the outputs of a talk studio or 

performance studio. Two techniques traditional-

ly have been used to accommodate these needs: 

distribution amplifiers and patch-bays. 

A variation was the use of mechanically in-

terlocked switches (shadow switches) for source 

selection. A routing system (analog or digital) 

performs the function of the DA and source 

switches because one source can be shared 

among multiple destinations (the DA func-

tion), and conversely, a destination (such as mix 

minus send back to a remote) can be switched 

(electronically) so that is comes from one studio 

or another (the shadow switch function). By 

placing a router controller at a new location and 

through the addition of two pairs of audio, one 

could extend all the router's sources to anywhere 

in the house quite easily. 

The combination of digital console plus digi-

tal router provided even more functionality for a 

studio because many of the digital consoles had 

input channels that were routable and configu-

rable as sessions. Multiple changes in the sources 

of audio that appeared on a given module, or 

feeds that went to different destinations, could 

be changed on a day-part basis, which some us-

ers found to be very useful. 

While it might seem as though I'm get-

ting off-track here, my point is that the strictly 

analog consoles available today don't include 

this type of functionality. The choice between a 

simple analog console and a more sophisticated 

digital console has a lot to do with your level of 

expectation as to what is possible in your studio 

facility. 

If your facility is a relatively small stand-alone 

— say, with one on-air studio and a production/ 
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backup studio; or perhaps you are building an 

LPFM (non-commercial) station — analog con-

soles will likely live up to your needs and expecta-

tions. Let's take a look at a few analog console 

offerings. This is certainly not a comprehensive 

list but gives a flavor of offerings from some of the 

industry's most familiar brands. 

AUDIOARTS 

A familiar brand of analog consoles is 

Audioarts. Its AIR-4 console comes with four 

microphone preamps, the outputs of which 

can be wired to any one of the 12 stereo input 

fader modules (each of which have A/B input 

selectors). The console has a 13th fader set up 
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for telephone calls — with a mix-minus derived to send back to the caller. 

Each of the fader modules has a logic output for a start function. 

There are two output busses (balanced and switchable between stereo 

and mono) along with switchable VU meters. (Output peak level = +20 

dBu). The console also has a USB connection that allows for a simple con-

nection to PC. 

The monitor section switches between PGM 1, PGM 2 or external 

inputs, and it has a split-cue function that sends whatever is dropped in to 

the cue bus to the control room left channel monitor, while L+R program 

continues feeding the right channel monitor. The console also comes with 

a studio monitor feed, with independent input selection, and a control 

room to studio talkback button. 

Module inputs and line output wiring is accomplished on the rear via 

RJ-45 connectors. 

ARRAKIS SYSTEMS 

Arrakis Systems' ARC- 15 is a 15-channel console, with two stereo pro-

gram outputs, up to five mic channels and up to 12 stereo line-level inputs. 

The mic level inputs are accessed via XLR connectors; the line-level inputs 

use RJ45 style connectors. 

Another input channel is dedicated to telephone, with the appropriate 

audio and logic connections that support a hybrid. The user can listen to 

00 Floxi 

0 06 00 00 05 62550 

the caller off-line in cue, and a talkback button allows the user to talk to 

the callers off-line, as well. 

The program outputs are available via XLR connectors as well, and 

unbalanced versions of program are available via RCA-style connectors. 

A USB connector on the rear allows the user to record or play audio 

directly from the console to a PC or Mac; and, optionally, one can use 

Bluetooth via the 15th channel on the console to connect directly to a 

smartphone, giving the user one more option in terms of getting callers 

on the air. 

RADIO SYSTEMS MILLENNIUM SERIES 

The Radio Systems Millennium series comes in six-, 12-, 18- or 

24-channel versions. 

Audio inputs are balanced instrumentation amps, with gains that can 

be set to accommodate input levels from -60 dBm up to + 10 dBm (max 

input peak level is +22 dBm). 

There are three output busses (program, audition and mono), actively 

balanced with an output peak level of +22 dBm. (Optionally, you can add a 

DA card, or a dual-mix minus, or four output mix-minus boards.) 

Each console includes a monitor section, allowing studio monitors 

and headphones to select any program or cue source, as well as up to four 

remote monitor inputs. 

T HE 

World's Vost Powerful 

Hoc 
AND 

o Automorion Softworo 

Introducing the all new DAD, the latest in a 25 year line of world class 
automation software backed by ENCO's industry leading service and support 
DAD gives you all the tools you need to make your broadcasts sound better, 

make running your station easier and give you unrivaled power 

and control.DAD will help you reduce costs, make the most 

of your time and grow with you into the future. 

iDAD-Remote 

NCO 
ENCO.CONI 
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Additionally, there is an eight-position switcher panel that can be used 

to control any external device remotely using one of eight closures and 

LED indicators, or as the control for the (optional) four-source audio 

switcher or (optional) intercom selector card. The console I/O wiring is 

done via five-pin removable barrier strips. 

GATESAIR 

This company, part of what used to be Harris Broadcast, has an analog 

offering. Its Flexiva Oasis is a stand-alone audio console for on-air or 

production studios. 

It comes in eight- or 12-channel versions, with four mic preamps. 

Other input card options include balanced analog (with A/B inputs); 

an AES A/B input and finally an USB/AES A/B input card. Oasis has 

two program busses (with analog and digital outputs) with switchable 

metering; two optional telco faders; optional 8X1 remote line selectors; 

and a USB interface for playback and recording. The console supports 

the "studio/control room" function since it comes with studio monitor 

and headphone outputs; talkback to studio; control room and studio 

logic; and optionally, studio remote monitor level controls. Maximum 

line level input is +24 dBu; maximum line output level is +24 dBu. 

Digital outputs are of the AES-3 standard, 44.1 kHz sample rate, 24-bit 

word. 

SANDIES 

The Dynamax line of analog audio consoles is built by Sandies. The 

MX series comes in eight-, 1.2- and 18-module frame sizes; it's all modu-

lar construction, so channel modules can be added or removed without 

shutting down. The console comes with two stereo and two mono mix 

busses, with metering for each. The standard configuration is for two 

mic channels, though the console can be loaded with more of those as 

necessary. Line-level channels have A and B inputs with individual level 

adjustments and independent remote ON/OFF logic. MX also comes 

with two 4X1 input selector switches. Maximum input and output line 

levels are +24 dBu; mic inputs are adjustable from -65 to -35 dbu; line 

levels, from - 15 to + 10 dBu. 

The decision between analog and digital consoles boils down to the 

level of functionality a radio station needs, and its size. For small commer-

cial operations, small non-commercial operations and LPFM stations, I 

see no compelling reason to go with digital consoles. In smaller operations 

such as these, cost obviously is a factor, and some relief will be gained by 

going with analog consoles. 

With careful study of the available products, and by knowing exactly 

what is needed for a given station, an engineer can provide for great func-

tionality that will satisfy all concerned. 

ACCURATE 24:7 

Trust the name broadcasters have counted on for precision 

master clocks and timing-related products for over 40 years—ESE. 

Our products accurately synchronize broadcast operations using a 

choice of GPS, NTP, Modem, Crystal or line frequency for affordable, 

reliable, perfect time—all the time. 

Visit www.ese-web.com to witness world-class 

timing systems designed for easy installation, 

set-up and operation. 

142 Sierra Street, 

El Segundo, CA 90245 

(310) 322-2136 www.ese-web.com 

See Us At NAB Show Booth C7306 
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ECHTIPS 

Move Remote 
Broadcasts to 
The Web 

by Doug Irwin 
CRBE AMD 
DRB 

ack in September I contributed an article to 

Radio magazine about electronic newsgath-

ering for radio. In this edition of Tech Tips 

were going to look at a method that could 

certainly be used for RENG—although the real purpose, 

in this case, for KOHL(FM) is remote broadcasts. 

Tom Briseno is broadcast instructor and program 

director of KOHL(FM) at Ohlone College in Fremont, 

Calif. Tom wrote to me and described some 21st cen-

tury techniques in use there. 

"I wanted to share with you how we do remotes now 

that our digital STL gives us a huge delay; he began. 

"Radio— the last analog broadcast medium — uses the digital infrastructure 

to link studio to transmitter and to stream its content on the Web. Another 

radio standard that needs to move to the Web is that of remote broadcasts. The 

old, crappy sounding, pre-recorded phone call-in should have been put to rest 

in the last century." 

I'm sure most of us agree 

with those sentiments. 

Tom went on: "With Wi-

Fi-capable smartphones and 

reliable 3G and 4G networks, 

pre-recorded 320 kb MP3 con-

tent or news breaks can sound 

fairly close to studio quality. 

The best part is that it hardly 

costs anything. Every news 

reporter and air personality has 

a smartphone and almost every 

radio station has a VoxPro, the main ingredients of great-sounding remotes." 

Tom mentioned a few apps that are available. 

First, Twisted Wave, for i0S. (Costs $9.99, http://twistedwave.com/mobile). 

Some of its important features: 

• The waveform is updated in real time 

• Drag the waveform to 

move, pinch to zoom 

Twisted Wave 

RF 5pecicilticc® 
Group 
www.rfspecialties.com 

• Undo/redo works 

instantly 

• Copy/paste 

• Amplify or normalize 

to adjust levels 

• Add faces in or out 
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• Configure multiple FTP 

accounts 

• Send compressed files 

(AAC) to save time and 

bandwidth 

Another app used by KOHL is the iRig recorder from 

IK Multimedia (ikmultimedia.com/products/irigrecorder/). 

Among its important features: 

• One-touch recording with real-time 

monitoring 

• Non-destructive editing tools to cut, crop and loop your recordings 

• Organizes your recordings by creation date and tags with geolocation 

• Transfer files via email, Wi-Fi or iTunes File Sharing with upload to 

FTP or SoundCloud 

• Export files as compressed .m4a or uncompressed .wav 

• Recording time is only limited by the storage space on your iOS device 

The iRig Pre 

Actually, IK Media has an interesting set of products for use in recording 

with both iPhones and Android devices. Tom also likes the iRig Pre, which is 

basically an XLR interface for your iPhone, iPad or Android device. 

"Also needed is a cloud service to upload the MP3s. Dropbox works 

flawlessly. The VoxPro can be set up to automatically download any files 

from the cloud service, eliminating the need for record-

ing manually by a studio operator. Do this by configuring 

VoxPro's `auto import' function (which is in the settings 

pulldown menu) to scan the Dropbox folder. 

"Once a break or actuality is recorded it can be renamed 

and "shared/sent" to the cloud service, and will automatically 

pop up in the studio VoxPro for airing. The File will appear as 

a number, or it can be named before sending it from phone. 

"It is best to use Wi-Fi to send the MP3s. It is not uncom-

mon for an 8-minute MP3 to take 8 minutes to upload via 

3G cell network, about 4 minutes via 4G. The same size file would take 

about 2 minutes via Wi-Fi. 

"We have successfully used this method at many client remotes, to 

everyone's satisfaction. It is generally agreed by all participants that the 

sound is preferable to phone call-ins or RPU remote pick-ups:' 

We're always looking for tech tips such as this, and I thank Tom for 

sending this one to us. If you have a slick application or technique that 

you'd like to tell us all about, please send it on to me via radio@radioma-

gonline.coni. 

Irwin i; RF engineer/project manager for Clear Channel Los Angeles. 
Contact him at dougedougirwin.net. 

"We've been using Smarts equipment since 1998, and have grown from 
a couple of work stations to the server-based systems we have now. We 

transfer audio between locations easily. We share production. It offers us 

a lot of flexibility to share commercials and programming. 

"Being able to automate network sports has really helped us. With the 

costs of doing things like MLB, if we didn't have the ability to automate 
the broadcas:s, we probably couldn't continue to carry the games. 

"Smarts makes very rugged machines, and that is essential for today's 

broadcaster." 

- Jeff Robinson, Robinson Corporation, Viroqua & Prairie du Chien, WI 

PRAIRIE' S OWN 

104.3 FM 980 AM 

Broadcasters trust us to get it right. 
SmartsBroadcast.com 1-80C-747-6278 Broadcast Systems 
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Edom Hill AM 
Array Digs Out 
by Brian DuBose 

o 
n the morning of Sept. 8, 2014, an unprecedented storm 

ravaged much of the area around Palm Springs, Calif., in 

particular the top of a small desert spot known as Edom 

Hill. This is just north of the I-10 freeway in Cathedral City, 

nestled among the small cities that make up the Palm Springs area and 

known locally as Coachella Valley. 

I am vice president of programming and operations for CRC Broad-

casting based in Phoenix. Our CRC Media West business operates two AM 

stations whose transmission facilities are at the base of Edom Hill. 

They are 10(PS, licensed to Thousand Palms, and KPSF, Cathedral City. 

They share the transmitter site, powered by generator and diplexed into a 

five-tower array. KXPS at 1010 kHz has been licensed for decades. KPSF at 

1200 was put in several years ago by Mueller Broadcast Design. 

The facilities supporting these two stations were damaged in the 2014 

The amazing new talkshow 
+ social media system -7 

See it at NAB C760 

viciRLO 

+1 888 363 4844 
www.phonebox.com BROADCAST BIONICS 

Figure 1 

storm, as the accompanying photos demonstrate. The repairs described 

here were coordinated by my two fantastic engineers: Bill Watson, our 

local engineer (and first on the scene); and Mark Mueller of Mueller 

Broadcast Design. I spent my time coordinating crews of earthmovers, 

Quality, Flexibility, 
Value, Customization 
Equipment shelters 

and cabinets 
designed. built, 

wired and delivered 

on time for your 

equipment needs. 

. The First Choice 

of 32 State 

Governments 

and hundreds 

of Local 

911 Services 

. Full Equipment 

Integration 

. Delivered 

on Time 

1-800-356-2686 • www thermobond com 

THERMO BOND al) 
BUILDINGS 
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Figure 2 

scheduling on-site, managing cleanup of the 

ATUs, repairing copper radials and lending 

assistance where I could to the engineers, who 

understood all this far better than me. 

I don't feel I've ever taken engineers for 

granted in my 18-year career; but I certainly 

grew to appreciate them all the more after this 

incident. 

CASCADES 

As you see in Fig. 1, our Towers 1-4 run 

northeast up the hill while Tower 5 sits west of 

the transmitter building. About 1,200 feet or so 

south of the building is Varner Road, a two-lane 

used mostly for construction, with no commer-

cial offices or useable electrical power. It runs 
west of Bob Hope Drive and east of Date Palm. 

The road is designed so that through traffic — 

trucks headed for the trash facility at the west 

end, utility trucks servicing electrical lines — 

can pass through. 

Intense amounts of rain in a short period of 

time essentially caused a collapse of mud and 

debris from near the top of the mountain in 

what many locals called a " 100-year storm." Cas-

cades started about 1,000 feet higher and by the 

time they washed past inside the guy wires west 

of Tower 3, the widest stream was 14 feet across. 

Much of the water accumulated to meet at 

our Tower 2 with an 8-foot swell about 10 feet 

wide. If you look again at the map in Fig. 1, 

taken before the storm, you may notice that a 

tiny water runoff had trailed to Tower 2 over the 

years, though it had never caused damage. In the 

September storm, water followed this best path 

down the hill. 

When the rain and mudslides were done, two 

miles of nearby Varner Road were covered with 

4 to 6 feet of mud. Fig. 2 represents a view from 

Varner Road after the storm removed all shrub-

bery. Fig. 3 shows a 26-inch long pipe where 

water has taken out part of the road. 

Immediately after the storm, Bill Watson 

walked up from I-10 to the site to assess the 

damage. He could bring nothing but a basic set 

of tools with him. 

"You cainnot create experience. 
Yoti must undergo it." 
/14bert Camus 

NeepSHOW 
Where Content Comes to Life 

Central Hall - Booth C3245 
April 13-16 Las Vegas, NV 
Stop by to discuss a project, 

or just to see our newest products! 

""1111111110-

For over 50 years Shively Labs has desugned and 

manufactured FM products to work flawlessly; 
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THE DAMAGE 
He realized quickly 

that Tower 2 would be 

out of service for a while. 

Thinking quickly, he no-

ticed that Tower 5, on high 

ground, was unharmed. 

He put us on a temporary 

broadcast for both stations 

using that tower alone. 

But the erosion around 

the entire area had created massive problems at 

the site. 

About 12 inches of ground cover had 

washed away, exposing radials and large pieces 

of copper strap. 

Flood waters had caused mini "ravines; pull-

ing and stressing the buried transmission lines 

serving 10(PS and running from to four of the 

towers. The conduit used to create a basic cover 

for transmission and sample lines had been 

pulled out of the ground in almost every posi-

tion and whipped around as if it were nothing. 

rl'• itfr Ike 
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' 

Advanced chip 

Figure 4 

State-of-the-art AM analog receiver demo 
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Sampling Units 
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Isolation techniques for adding: 
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Figure 6 

Figure 7 

Further, the flood waters that collected 

coming down within the guy radius of Tower 

3 had created a path that cut straight through 

the deeply buried 7/8-inch coax, 3/8-inch 

sample line and control cable running to 

Tower 4. The path where the cut occurred was 

13 feet across at that point and about 4-5 feet 

deep. 

Fig. 4 shows copper strap that connected 

ground radials between Towers 2 and 3. Fig. 5 

shows the "Y" split for transmission lines that 

ran to Towers 3 and 4. 

If you look closely at Fig. 6 you'll see the 

transmitter building to the north, just west of 

Tower 2. The area in the photo had been part 

of the transmitter access road into our facility, 

which was now washed out. 

Figure 8 

Figure 9 

The water that had collected and crashed into 

Tower 2 submersed the ATU boxes and the filter 

box mounted to the side of KXPS's ATU in silt-

type sand, very fine in texture. 

Three New Digital Audio Switching Solutions - An Interface for Every Application 

Introducing the AES-400 Series Digital and Analog Audio Switchers from BDI 

Z.: 00 Welk* 

AES-402  2 Input Digital Audio Switcher— Provides four AES3 output DA and 
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control interface . Includes a front panel headphone output too! 
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AES-404  4 Input Digital Audio Switcher—Provides two AES3 outptitts and analog 

L/R +4 dBm balanced output. A great general purpose digital switcher where 

more than two inputs need to be accommodated. Serial and parallel bemote 

control and front panel headphone output. 
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Figure 10 

CAN-DO ATTITUDE 
The first major hurdle was to get fuel up the 

hill to our tank, because tankers were unable to 

drive in. 

Our engineers sought an alternate route 

that could be created quickly within our leased 

property area. This would have to be cre-

ated without new soil and placed clear of any 

ground radials. They decided to start a road 

from Varner about 400 feet west of the first 

road, then head up the hill around the west 

side of Tower 5. The earthmoving team was 

Maco Engineering based in Cathedral City 

Within four days we had a serviceable 

path on which fuel trucks could resume driv-

ing. Fig. 7 shows the new road, represented 

by the blue line, with radial estimates in 

orange. 

Once the new road was taken care of, we 

needed to pull up the transmission line, sample 

line and control cables that had moved around. 

We had to dig them up and retest them before 

repair could proceed further. 

Notice the red arrow in Fig. 8; it points to 

a rectangular metal object. At first we thought 

this was the "guts" of the ATU box serving 

KXPS; but after several hours spent extracting 

it from underneath, we discovered that this 

was in fact an old window air conditioner unit 

that had been dumped up the hill and used for 

several years as target practice. It had washed 

down in the storm and ended up under this 

ATU. It thankfully had been able to stand up to 

enormous direct pressure. This box quite pos-

sibly was the only reason the tower itself wasn't 

nudged or damaged. 

But this had all been underwater during the 

flood, as you can see from the dirt and soil atop 

the ATU box, Fig. 9. 

The KXPS ATUs had been mounted on a 

concrete base with two pieces of thick angle iron. 

Those were bent backward and pressed all the way 

up until about 6 inches from the actual tower. 

Fig. 10 also is revealing. Notice that sand 
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and soil underneath the ATU's 

concrete base is washed away; 

you can see the bases for the 

chain link fence supports. The 

gray conduit is KPSF transmis-

sion line for Towers 1 and 2. 

Internal damage to the 

ATUs was massive. Fig. 11 

shows the outer door open, ex-

posing the inside metal panel 

that protects the contents from 

the elements and protects us-

ers against electrical shock. To 

the right side of that picture, 

note the space separating the 

structure from the filter box 

that serves both stations. The 

sheer force of the water and 

mud that flowed over it had 

not only bent back the entire 

box but nearly sheared the 

screws that mounted the filter 

box to it. The KPSF ATU is out 

of the frame. 

Fig. 12 is the lower right 

side opening of Tower 2's ATU. 

The dirt is more of the caked-on sill type sand that had washed into 

a fairly well sealed box. You can see the day/night contactor switch 

mounted on the back wall. Fig. 13 is the filter box for the two stations. 

Around the northeast corner of this tower was Fig. 14, the ATU for 

KXPS, filled with sand and mud but structurally intact. 

Figure 11 Figure 12 

Figure 13 Figure 14 

CLEANUP 

Once we'd assessed the damage we began the cleanup process. 

I went out and dug out the components in the ATUs by hand. Not know-

ing what was within, I had to proceed slowly and deliberately over several 

days to avoid damaging components. The back of the cabinet showed that 
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Windows Audio for Professional 

Broaccasters/Netcasters. 

eft 

"e 

WWW. orban corn 

Optimod-PC 
1101e 
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The most universal professional 

audio card with features not 

found anywhere else. 

Give your listeners the best 

user experience ever. 

Prevent the top listener 

complaints — loudness 

variation and program 

inconsistency. 

Call SCMS for more 
information on the 
Optimod-PC 1101e! 

deellaINC. 

nu. YOU KNOW WE KNOW 

RADIO 

1-800-438-6040 
www.scmsinc.com 

mud had reached 17 inches from the 

base; see Figs. 15 and 16. 

Most of the coaxial transmission 

lines tested very well. Sand had blocked 

the gates of all our fences so we dug 

those out. All of the new lines that 

went to Towers 1, 2, 3 and 4 showed 

stress at the junction points, but a team 

of four men with shovels managed to 

get those lines set properly. We had to 

replace a contactor in KPSF's Tower 2 

ATU, and a component failed after the 

first test in the Tower 2 filter box. 

After repairing and/or replacing lines to 

Towers 4 and 2, we re-buried all of the line runs, 

repaired the fence at Tower 2, repaired many 

copper radials and moved hundreds of tons of 

earth back over exposed copper. Then we tested 

all lines and were back to full strength. 

In review, because we'd been facing substan-

tial expense and had no flood insurance cover-

age we split our project into four parts: 

Basic recovery. This was mostly Bill Watson 

getting us the early reports before we could get 

vehicles on site. During this time we had the 

earthmovers come in and create a new road to 

resume fuel deliveries. 

I coordinated a team of guys to dig up the 

conduit for inspection. We then scheduled our 

consultant Mark Mueller, who assessed damage, 

did some basic repairs and got us to a reason-

able operational status. We left at this point to 

test components that had simply been cleaned 

rather than replaced. 

Before we had our consultant on site again, 

Figure 15 

we experienced a failure at our Tower 2 filter 

box and replaced a Jennings UCSXHF-450-35S 

vacuum capacitor that had sustained damage. 

With that repaired, Mark came back on site, 

repaired remaining components and ran suc-

cessful tests. 

Re-burying lines, repairing copper, moving 

lots of earth, repairing the fence line around 

Tower 2, and installing a cattle gate to restrict 

entrance were the last few steps. 

So it took about 12 hours to get back on 

the air, two months to improve the signal and 

about five months before we were fully "back 

to normal7 Amazingly, in spite of the ordeal 

and damage, once we got everything cleaned up 

and put back together, both systems came back 

up and are operating normally, requiring only 

minor adjustments. 

SHARE IT 
Got an interesting eigineenrug story to tell? 

Share d with us at raciceradiomagonline.com. 

Figure 16 
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GALLER 

jranscom orporation 
Fine Used AM 8. FM Transmitters 

Authorized Representatives for all major equipment manufacturers 

Used FM Transmitters 

100W 2008 BE FM100C 

500 W 2000 BE FM 500C 

3.5 KW 2000 Harris Z3.5CD, solid-state 

5 KW 1995 Harris HT5CD 

5 KW 1999 Harris Z5CD, solid-state 

5 KW 2006 Harris Z5, solid-state, unused 

7.5 KW 2002 Harris Z7.5CD. solid-state, S PH 

20 KW 1989 BE FM2OB 

25 KW 1996 Harris HT25CD 

30 KW 1988 Harris FM3OK 

35 KW 1991 BE FM35B 

Used Am Transndtters 
Please call or email for current listing 

nautei Harris 1-zE 
Exciters 
Please see our current listings on our 
website 

New 7V Transmitters 
Visit our website for the latest sales 
Special Discount Pricing On: 

VHF and UHF Transmitters and 
Antennas ( 100w to 10 kW) 

TV SIL 

°none:rat eacttanic.5 

crown Br OPOCRS— 

Used Misc. Equipment 
BE FC30, SCA Generator 
Bird Model 8936, 10 kW air-cooled RF Load 
Harris N + 1 Controller 
Harris THE- 1, FM exciter 

Marti ME 40, FM exciter 
MCI 4 Port 1-5/8" Coaxial Switch 
Sola Constant Voltage 
Transformer #23-23-230-8 

Please visit our website, www.fmamtv.com for additional listings or 
CALL US FOR A QUOTE! 

2655 Philmont Ave. Suite 200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006 
800-441-8454 215-938-7304 Fax: 215-938-7361 

WE FIX 

MART I GEAR 
plus a whole lot of other stuff! 

((( BOHN z BiecoA pc Asir 
m SERVICIES 

Our techs specialize in Marti 
Electronics gear, but we 

service almost all brands of 
broadcast equipment. 

From mic processors and 
audio amps, to STLs and 

transmitters - 
Bohn Broadcast Services is your 

repair and service solution! 

Give us a call today! 

1-844-549-2646 

www.bohnbroadcast.com 

CAP • 

The CAP-DEC1, Gorman- Redlich is a stand-alone CAF-
to-EAS converter for use with your existing emergency 
alerting equipment. This cost-effective device allows 
broadcasters to easily meet Common Alerting Protocol 
(CAP) compliance requirements mandated by the FCC 
without requiring the purchase of an additional encoder/ 
decoder system or other costly equipment. The CAF-

DEC1 is CAP 1.2 compliant and requires only one unit of rack space. Trust the 
experts with over 35+ years experience in the emergency alerting industry to 

help you meet your broadcasting needs. Visit our website or contact us today fc)r 
more information about the Gorman-Redlich CAP-DEC1. We continue to support 

equipment we made 35 years ago. 

Compatible with any existing LAS encod-
er/decoder made 
by any manufacturer. Will drive multiple 
EAS units. 

— Five (5) USB and RS232 ports for periph-
erals 

Powerful 1.6GHz dual core processor and 
1GB of memory 

Built-in text- to-speech conversion func-
tionality 

— FAST Gigabit network capability with built 
in firewall for security 

— Options to print, store or email logs via 
built-in email server 

— Nearly limitless storage capacity for logs 
and audio messages 

— Automatic clock synchronization via NTP 
servers 

Software can be updated via LAN or USB 

— Print alert reports to USB or network 
printer 

— Polling 3 URL's currently with room for 
future expansion 

— FEMA independent lab affirms CAP 1.2 

compliance 

— Printer no longer required for FAS log 

Gorman-Redlich Mfg. CO. 257 W. Union Street, Athens, OH 45701 

www.gorman-redlich.com Phone: 740-593-3150 

Shively Labs® 
A DMsJc u Howell Laboratories Inc Bndgton, ME 04009 USA 

-An Emp/oyee-Owned Company since 1995 - 

Z FT:Ir over 50 years 

Shively has designed and 

manufactured FM products to 

work flawlessly; year after year, 

at any site, under any conditions, 

and for any power level. 

Call Toll-Free (888) SHIVELY 
Or visit us on the Web at www.shively.com 

Caii4ûr(iPe.Wg 

•  

l ed 

THE FIRST PHONE FLASHER, ALERT 
AND DOOR FLASHER SYSTEMS 

, ...... THAT ARE DESIGNED EXCLUSIVELY 
FOR BROADCASTERS, WITH THE 

FOLLOWING FEATURES: 
• Distinctive color multiple ultra-brite wide angle LED 
flashers and distinctive audible alerts for both 
phone, alert or door 
• Single line stand-alone units and multi-line system, 
available with up to 12 lines in and up to 5 display 
indicator modules 
• Audible alerts muted by contact closure or logic ion.. 
' Driving voltage output provided for the DME Solid 
State Relay Pack for lighting incandescent lamps 
• Adjustable volume for audible alerts ( Off-Low-High 

For details on these and other innovative products 
for the broadcaster please visit us on the web at 

ISIVIENIONINMOAMi 

Ibli4 2174 Chandler St. Camarillo, CA 93ulu 
In nee • 805-987-7881 800-249-0487 

NO, NOT THAT ONE, 

TO000 WSW 
THE STUDIO 

Nei gait' Mee 
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C .---SYSTE MS 

KNOWLEDGE.EXPERIENCE.CONMDENCE 

ON-AIR • ON-AIR 
• RECORDING 

LIGHTS • APPLAUSE 

Made in the USA from polished aluminum 
and sign-grade Lexan for the ultimate 
professional look. 

www.cbt-net.com/onair 
info@cbt-net.com 
858-536-2927 

[êtlfeleK BROADCAST DIVISION 

We are looking for 

Distributors for our 

BROADCAST Product Line 

Interested') 

Come by Booth #N8025 

at NAB Show 

www.fiplex.corn 

info@fiplex.com 

CircuitVVerkes IlVeb Power! 

SiteSentry2 & 4 - Transmitter Controllers 
With 2 or 4 meter inputs, 2 status inputs, stereo audio sensor & onboard 

temperature sensor, you can monitor your site from any Web browser, 

anywhere! Six relays 12 DPOT & 4 SPST) give ample control for many 

stations. Low & high alarm handling with multi-step actions. Logging 

& e-mailing of logslalarms included. Streaming audio option available. 

Sicon-I3 - web & Dial-up Remote Control 
The Sicon-8 lets you : ontrol your site via Internet with its internal Web 

server, via telephone auto-answering cell phone or our free software. 

Setup is a breeze using the Sicontroller software that also includes 

scripting, e-mail alerts, multi-site management. virtual metering & more! 

-7•9- .40eteme 
_ 
• e" • 

IL iIi. III 

IMAM-2 - Audio Monitor w Web 
Monitor your audio from any Web browser. When silence is detected, it 

can perform user- programmed, automated, sequences of relay actions & 

can also respond to user control via the network or via external status 

inputs E-mailing of logslasarms included. Streaming audio option available. 

Get info on these & other great remote 
control products at www.circuitwerkes.com 

PHASETEK, INC. 

PHASETEK'S manufacturing facility and 
components expertise are available to de-
sign and fabricate any type of inductor or 
special R.F. component. 

Our experienced staff of engineers and 
production personnel are dedicated to 
provide the broadcast industry the highest 
quality custom designed phasing equip-
ment. 

CUSTOM PHASOR I  TION 

RADIO STATION WXYT, DETROIT, MICHIGAN 

SI TOWER, 50 KW DA-2 PHASOR SYSTEM 

PHASETEK, INC. 
550 CALIFORNIA RD, UNIT 11 

QUAKERTOWN PA 18951 

PHONE: 215-536-6648 FAX: 215-536-7 I SI 

TOLL-FREE: 800-742-7383 

MOORETRONIX 
RFOAI1( AST & IS RI Ff T RI NI1 S 

Our 15th Year 
Our client list continues to grow. Thank you for 

your confidence and equipment purchases. 

We Re-Condition 
Pacific Recorders BMX AMX, ABX and RMX. 

Stereo-Mixer and Mixer News-Mixer products. 

We Have 
Replacement Wind Screens and Blast Filters 

for the SM-5B microphone. 

We Repair & Re-Crystal 
STL Transmitters, SIL Receivers, 

and RPU equipment. 

See the "News-Update" page at our website. 

Tel: 800-300-0733 Fax: 231-924-7812 
WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM 
E-Mai" us at: rrmoorejr@aol.com 
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Engineering Software 

• Create " real-world" coverage maps, interference 
studies, and population reports with Probe 4T' 

• Find STL broadcast auxiliary and Part 101 
microwave frequencies and generate PCN letters 
with Microwave Pro'. 

• AM Pro 2'.. used daily by FCC engineers, 
performs skywave and groundwave allocation 
studies and AM coverage mapping. 

• Map FM stations and discover upgrade possibilities 
using FCC minimum separations and contour-to-
contour methods with FMCommander'm 

rho Leader in 

Broadcast 
Engineering COMMUNICATIONS. 

R.F. Communications Software 
Software! and Engineering Consulting 

oft 

www.V-Soft.com (800) 743-3684 

BESCO 
INTERNACIONAL 

World Leaderl 
In 

AM-FM 
Transmitters 

Complete Inventory at: 

www.Besco-Intscom 
Pre-Owned MI-FM units in stock! 

Now carrying new rack mount 
Amps and FM transmitters from 
30 waits to 14Kw of solid state 
power for FM Analog and HD 
IBOC carriers. 

New and used FM antenna with 
coax and connectors tuned to 
needed frequency. 

Rob Maluny - President 
Sales: (321) 960-4001 
Email: Sales@Besco-Int.com 

ADVERTISER PAGE PHONE 
Acoustics First 19 888-765-2900 
Aphex 10 818-767-2929 
Makis Systems 22, 23, 33, 43 970-461-0730 
AudioScience 28 302-324-5333 
BDI 34 914-737-5032 
Besco Internacional 41 321-960-4001 
Bohn 39 844-549-2646 
Broadcast Bionics 30 +44 1444 473999 
Broadcast Electronics 9 217-224-9600 
Broadcast Software Intl 37 888-BSI-USA-1 
Broadcasters General Store 15,35 352-622-7700 
Burk 25 800-255-8090 
CBT Systems 40 858-536-2927 
CircuitWerkes 40 352-335-6555 
Coaxial Dynamics 28 440-243-1100 
Deva Broadcast 16 855-428-7272 
Digital Jukebox 14 702-487-3336 
DM Engineering 39 800-249-0487 
Enco 26 800-ENCO-SYS 
ESE 27 310-322-2136 
Fiplex 21, 40 305-884-8991 
Gates Air 11 513-459-3400 
Gorman Redlich 39 740-593-3150 
Henry Engineering 19 626-355-3656 
lnovonics 1, 13 800-733-0552 
Kintronic Labs 32 423-878-3141 
Lamo 20 416-292-0078 
Mager Concepts 14 602-791-0045 
Mooretronix 40 800-300-0733 
Omnirax 24 800-332-3393 
OMT Technologies 12 888-665-0501 
Phasetek 40 215-53E-6648 
Radio Systems 5 856-467-8000 
Ram Systems 36 800-779-7575 
RCS 17 914-428-4600 
RF Specialtes Group 4, 16, 25, 28, 42 
SCMS 38 800-438-6040 
Shively Labs 31, 39 888-744-8359 
Smarts Broadcast 29 800-747-6278 
Studio Technology 18 610-925-2785 
SWR 10 800-762-7743 
Thermobor id Buildings 30 800-356-2686 
Transcom Corporation 39 800-441-8454 
V- Soft Communications 41 800-74:3-3684 
1/heatstone 2, 3, 44 252-638-7000 

WEBSITE 
www.acousticsfirst.com 

www.aphex.com 
wywy.arrakis-systems.com 

www.audioscience.com 
www. broadcast -devices.com 

www.besco-int.com 
em.bohnbroadcast.com 

www.bionics.co.uk 
www.bdcast.com 
www.bsiusa.com 

www. bgs. cc 
www.burk.com 

www.cbtsystems.ty 
www.r.ircuitwerkes.com 

www. coaxial corn 
www.deyabroadcast.corn 
www.digitaljukebox.corn 

dmengineering.com 
www.enco.com 
ese-web corn 

www.tipex.com 
http://www.gatesair.com 

www.gorman-redlich.com 
www.hennieng, corn 

www.inoyon.com 
www.kintronic.com 

www.lawo.com 
www. magerconcepts. com 

www.mooretronix.com 
www.omnirax corn 

www.imediatouch.com 
www.phasetekinc.com 
wm.radiosystems.com 

www.ramsystemsonline.com 
wm.rcsworks.com 

www.rtspecialties corn 
www.scmsinc.com 
www.shiyely, corn 

www.smartsbroadcast.com 
www.studiotechnology.com 

www.swr-dcorn 
www.thermobond.corn 

wwwfmamN.com 
www.y-soft.com 

www.wheatstone.com 

Acoustics First 
ell» IMO 1015E Linn ifillElilhlS 

TNoullm-Free 888-765-2900 
www.kousticsilrecom 

Rocky mountain TV. Owner retiring. 

Excellent Spanish language opportunity. 

Full DMA satellite/cable carriage. 

More information? 

broadcastbroker@livingston.net 

Complete AM Ground System Construction 
Evaluation and Repair Services 

www.amgroundsystems.corn 

866-22RADIO 

Attention: Broadcast Engineer 
Is a damaged transformer 

endangering your transmitter? 

With 65 plus years of experience, 

SNC Manufacturing Co. has worked 

with multiple transmitter companies and can repair or replace 

a transformer quickly and economically. 

Contact "The Transformer Specialists" at SNC today. 

Be= 
LIANUFACRIRING CO, INC. 800-558-3325 

www.sncmfg.com 

FIND THE MIC WINNER 
JANUARY ISSUE 
Herb Squire 

Broadcast Engineer & Consultant 

Martinsville, NJ 
111:11k 

He won a CBT-500 
cable tester from 
Hosa Technology. 

hosatech.com 

The microphone was 
in the street light fixture 
next to the bulb at the 

upper left corner outside 
NPR headquarters. 

Heft adds: "Bright idea 
for the mic location ..." 

The vanner is drawn from the correct entries for trie 
issue Iwo months poor. No purchase necessary 
For complete rules, go to RadioMagOnline.com. This advertmer index is a servre to readers. Every eat is made to ensure accuracy, but Radio magazine cannot assume responsibility for errors or omissions. 
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The Price Goes Down; 
The Cost Skyrockets 
by the Wandering Engineer 

roadcast business departments 

have come a long way. Not so 

long ago, engineering outranked 

finance. If engineers don't like to 

be thought of as janitors, business managers 

struggle to break away from being seen as "bean 

counters!' 

Their task is to reduce expenses through 

oversight. For a long time, the goal was to spend 

money "as if it were your own" Over time this 

has shifted to reducing waste and increasing 

leverage though centralized buying. It's been 

a long time since we've heard someone say "to 

make money, you need to spend money!' 

Stations I work with use a simple credit card-

based system, with a monthly report to com-

plete; or a more "advanced" IT-based purchasing 

system. One brand in particular seems to pop up 

(especially just before companies fail). Such sys-

tems are sold to business managers based on a 

record of "reducing costs!' But economists teach 

us that often, real costs are not in the purchase 

price. For example, cigarettes are a few bucks a 

pack but their social and medical expenses are 

enormous. 

When leadership buys such a system, it 

believes savings will come from leveraged buy-

ing power: "All our stations are buying the same 

things from vendors who grant savings based on 

getting all or most of our business!' The real cost 

is almost invisible ... unless you are a broadcast 

engineer. 

Unfortunately, the responsible engineer, 

confronted with a system that is frustrating and 

time-consuming — one that forces him or her 

to purchase not from e-Bay and discount houses 

RFSpecioltieç® 
Group 
www.dspecialties.com 

but from selected vendors at 

higher costs —will defer spend-

ing ... which is to say, mainte-

nance. An equipment fan might 

cost a few bucks at a discount 

house, a purchase that takes a 

few minutes with a credit card. 

This purchase — now grossly 

overpriced, for a product with perhaps not quite 

the right fit — may require several hours over 

several days via a vendor that happens to do 

business with your purchasing system. 

Where once an engineer could obtain sup-

plies at Walmart on his way to work, now he 

must spend hours to order inferior products at 

inflated prices. And he can't touch or see them 

until they are delivered a week later. 

Yes, engineering cash costs drop dramati-

cally — at first. Managers believe everything 

in the catalog is at bargain prices; they may get 

rebates. Vendors make their price points by cut-

ting support and service. Resellers used to have 

to know products and guide you to best choices; 

now purchase decisions tend to be uninformed 

and we throw mistakes on a "cash-saving" pile. 

If something is wrong with a product, there's no 

reseller who stands behind it with the manu-

facturer. The choice is simple: Try to get your 

money's worth, and spend the time and brain 

damage; or toss this too on the "cost-saving" 

pile. There's no penalty for waste, no incentive to 

get it right. 

Of course, the effects of deferred mainte-

nance may never be felt; and for a while, the 

station becomes a charity; engineers will bring 

parts and tools from home; we'll stay late and 

take tasks home to stem the massive bleeding 

created by the purchasing system. 

Broadcast engineers tend to be frugal, proud 

of a good deal. They are creative and may buy 

little things that make for a better product, 

cleaner workplace or more efficient process. 

They love to play Santa Claus, surprising the 
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staff with odds and ends that make them and the 

product better. 

Now the business department doles out such 

things — without oversight. Business manag-

ers sometimes are steeped in the notion that 

engineers spend money poorly: "the thrill of 

technology, the agony of expense" For ex-

ample, the unnamed software company paints 

engineers as spendthrifts and incompetents, 

incapable of managing a budget or making a 

rational decision. 

Well, maybe. Last week I ordered transmis-

sion line bullets; 1 already know I'm not going to 

get them; they think I was going to shoot a hole 

in the line. That line is going to burn up. No one 

in the business department or at the purchas-

ing software company will connect the dots. 

And maybe it's not so bad; the business folks 

saved money; the software company made more 

money by "saving" money; and the engineer will 

get to save the day when a preventable "act of 

God" crisis eventually hits. 

Yes, engineering is a cost center. But making 

it harder for engineers to obtain supplies or 

seek values is the wrong thing to do. Everything 

I know about how broadcast engineers think 

says so. When management buys into this form 

of insanity, the price goes down — but the cost 

skyrockets. 

The Wandering Engineer is an neatly stalwart 
who has beon in broadcasting since the days of 
Marconi and Tesla. He gives his thoughts on the 
cutrent state of brcedcasr engineering and the 
broadcast engineer 
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A AKIS SYSTEMS INC. 

MARC-15-15 
MODULAR ANALOG 
CONSOLE 
the MARC is next generation analog console that mixes 

analog and digital technologies with USB PE sound card modules 

(on air software included). For today's cable infrastructure the 

MARC uses CATS cabling and RJ45 connectors (cables included). 

Three stereo buses plus dual conferencing 

phone hybrid mix minus buses 

handles the big jobs. 

very low 
profile tabletop 
design E fast access 
to level adjustments and cabling 

MARC-15-12 ... $ 5,999 

RADII:1 CONSOLE 
analog Fr digital with USE sound card modules 

Cat5 cabling for today's infrastructure 

C3ntrol room E Studio monitors 

15 channels, 30 inputs 

much more 

conductive plastic 
faders and LED lighted 
switches for reliability. 
Socketed ICs for fast 

on site repair. 

CAT 5 cables for all input/output 

af prices are msrp 
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YOU LOVE RAD 0 WE DO TOO THAT'S WHY WE STRIVE TO MAKE T:-E VERY BEST TOOLS FOR vOU 
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WHEATSTONE 
FINEST AUDIO e FOR BROADCAST 

/971, 

B YOUR BEST 

CONTROL SURFACES/CONSOLES: LX-24 • L- I2 • L-8 • E-SERIES • IP-12016 • TALENT STATIONS 

BLADE-3 NETWORK MODULES: I/O. MIX ENGINES • PROCESSING • LOGIC • MADI 

ON-AIR AUDIO PROCESSORS: AIRAURA • FM-53IHD • FM-55 • VP8-IP • AURA-81P • SG- I92 

VOICE/MICROPHONE PROCESSORS: M-1 • M-2 • M4-IP 

See Wheatstone at NAB 2015 • Booth C755 

1/1/1-)c)ty-tor-i 
BROADCAST AUDIO PERFECTIONISTS' 

phone 1.252.638-7000 I wheatstone.com I sales@wheatstone.com 




